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1.       A method in a cellular '.communication system for reporting 

cell measurement results associated with cells of the system 

from a transceiver station via a radio interface between the 

transceiver station and a cell serving the transceiver 

station, comprising: 

defining a -reporting order of the cells  to be used by the 

transceiver station for reporting; 

performing cell measurements at the transceiver station 

for getting cell measurement results associated with at least 

some of the cells; 

selecting relevant cell measurement results  from the 

performed cell measurements; and 

• reporting the cell measurement results  from the 

transceiver  station in the defined reporting order. 

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the measurement fr^JS^S ^Qj„ 

results are* reported by information symbol  strings containing 

20     a plurality of information symbols,   the method further 

comprising a step of including an indication symbol  into the 

measurement report string for indicating whether the following 

predefined number of symbols in the string includes  the cell 

measurement results of a  subsequent cell in the reporting   & f 

25     order of the cells or—wh-et'heF~'€fte~~su^ 

re.ported,in the„;n^ .     C (Ufl) - -7(f) 

-1)    3.       A method according to claim 2,   wherein,   in the event that 

the cell measurement indication symbol  indicates  that it will 

30     not be  followed by symbols reporting the measurement results, 

the  following symbol  included in the measurement  report string 

is  a  further indication symbol designated for a cell following 

the subsequent cell in the reporting order of the cells. 
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.4.. ' . .   A method according to -any p'f-i the preceding claims, 4-^ 

comprising .further' steps" of rWceiving predefined information 

about the  ceils to the measured at the mobile  station, and 

defining the reporting order based on said received 0^ ^ 

information. &t<fi-t - ' 

5. A method according to claim    4,  wherein said information 

comprises  frequency of a broadcasting control channel and the 

identity of a transmitting base station of the cell to be 

measured.'    f> ^(O - (6$J 

6. A m>^thod according to  claim 4 uz*r~5*? wherein at least 

part of theVLnformation is  transmitted in a separate message 

via the broadcasting control channel. £(l(—\2^) 

7. A method according to any of the preceding claims, 

further comprisingVa step of associating each of the reported 

measurement resultsNyith respective cells at a control node of 

the cellular communication  system.       ^ Cf - %Qj 

.8.      A method according rso any of the preceding claims, 

wherein the reported cell measurement result for a cell 

comprises  signal  level of a Vadio signal received at the 

transceiver station. f*(^*\^^ J 

9. A method according to any oi\ the preceding claims, 

and'the cell    K J wherein the reporting order is defined 

measurements are performed at the tr^n 

cells other than the serving cell. 

sceiver station for 

•0 
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l6"f^;^A'V^thod acc6r&%';'t:o''any of the^gredeciing claim^ " ' 

wherein -.tthe reporting order is ba'sed/'on' the information * 

received' r^rom the  serving cell 

11. A methoti according to any of the preceding claims, f 

wherein rules\for defining the reporting order are stored at 

the  transceiver^ station. ~ ^ J 

12. A method according to any of the preceding claims, ( 

comprising a steto of transmitting rules for the reporting 

order  to the transceiver station via  the radio interface 

13. A method according to any of the preceding claims, ' 

comprising a  step of changing rules  for defining the reporting 

order. ^ f   \   ~~ ^ 1) C^tifrtyt^y   — W^€r(^xfnL^L 

^14. iVA^method according 1^ any of the preceding claims, ( 

wherein rules  for selecting the  relevant other cells are 

it   i   'J  at     h€   transceiver   s t -J t ion . ^ "? — 1 J 

15.     A method according to anyyof the preceding claims, ' 

comprising a  step of transmitting rules  for the  selection of 

relevant  cells to the transceiver  station via the radio 

interface. 

^{^f- try 

or 
16.     A method according to any of tl^e preceding claims, J 

comprising a  step of changing the rul^s  for the selection of 

the relevant cells.     h( fe 

I 17.     A method according to any of the preceding claims, 

wherein the  transceiver  station  sends  the communication system 

information of the rules used for generating^ the cell 

measurement  report. 
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19. A method according to claim 18 in conjunction with claim 

8, wherein the reported information indicates if the measured 

signal level  is  stronger or weaker than the reference value. 

a transceiver station; 

a cell  serving the transceiver station via a radio 

interface; 

a plurality of further cells; 

15     wherein the transceiver station comprises control means for 

performing cell measurements concerning at  least  some of the 

further cells,   control means for defining a  reporting order of 

the measurement results,   control means  for selecting relevant 

cell measurement results from the performed cell measurements, 

20     and control means  for generating a report message reporting 

the cell measurement results  in the defined reporting order. 

21. A cellular communication system according to 'ciaim-20, 

* comprising at least two different cellular network 

25 arrangements. 

22. A cVLlular communication system according to claim. 20 -e^- 

^24f-r whererk the  report message contains information symbols 

and at leastNone  indication symbol in a string, said 

30     indication symo^ol indicating whether the following predefined 

number of  symbols\in the string define the  cell measurement 

results  of  a  subsequent cell  in the reporting order of the 

10 A cellular communication system comprising: 
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23. A cellular communication system according to claim 22, 

wherein,   in the event that the cell measurement indication 

symbol  is for indicating that it will not be followed by 

symbols  reporting the measurement  results,   the following 

symbol  in the measurement  report  string is  a further 

indication symbol  designated for a cell following the 

subsequent cell in the reporting order of the cells. 

24. A cellular communication system according to any of the 

claims 20 &3°~7~S,   wherein the transceiver station is arranged 

to receive predefined information associated with at least 

some of the  further cells  for use  in defining the reporting 

order  of the  further cells. 

25. A cellular communication system according to claim 24, 

wherein the  information comprises  the  frequency of a 

broadcasting control channel and the identity of a 

transmitting base station of the cell  to be measured. 

26. A cellular communication system according to any of the 

claims 20 b?U 22r, further comprising a control node including 

means for associating measurement results with corresponding 

cells based on the reporting order. 

2/f.    A mobile station for use in a  cellular communication 

system comprising control means for performing cell 

measurements concerning cells of the  system,   control means for 

defining a reporting order of the measurement results, control 

means  for selecting relevant cell measurement results from the 

performed cell measurements,   and control means for generating 
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defined-reporting order ■ • •   . . 

28. A mobile  station according to claim 27,   said mobile 

station being arranged to operate in at least two different 

cellular network systems. 

29. A mobile  station according to claim 27 ■ere—£"8~being 

further arranged to receive predefined information associated 

with at least  sVe of the further cells for use in defining 

the reporting ordebs^of the  further cells. 

^0"".     A network node of a cellular communication system 

comprising means  for receiving cell measurement results  from a 

station communicating with one of the cells of the system, 

said measurement results being associated with a plurality of 

cells of the  communication system and being reported from the 

station in a reporting order of the cells defined by the 

station,   control means for defining the reporting order used 

by the station  for the reporting and control means for 

attaching measurement results to cells based on the reporting 

order. 


